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I N the Autumn of 1911 it was my privilege to give, in theDepartment of Geology at the Imperial College of Science
and Technology, what I believe to have been the first course of
lectures on the Geology of Petroleum ever delivered in an
institution of university rank in Britain. In view of the im-
portance of the subject it is surprising that geologists have paid
so little attention to it. From the time of the sinking of the
first oil-well in Pennsylvania in 1859, between twenty and thirty
years elapsed before the geologist seriously gave attention to
oil occurrence and origin, and practically nothing was written
about the subject. In the meanwhile, however, the petroleum
industry has been developing at an astounding rate, and oil-
fields have been discovered and developed all over the world.
Even during the last twenty years the subject has not
aroused geological interest and inquiry to the extent it deserves,
and one may say that, in the main, the geological basis upon
which petroleum mining is now being developed is due to the
work of the last dozen years. And yet the finding of petroleum
is perhaps more dependent on geology than any other branch of
mining. Questions of structure, conditions of sedimentation,
petrology and palseontology, crop up at every turn, questions so
complicated that even now our answers to them are very
inexact and incomplete. One important question, the origin
of petroleum, is as yet, to say the most of it, only partially
answered. Hitherto we have left these matters, matters essenti-
ally for the geologist of the widest experience and the soundest
knowledge, almost entirely to the chemist and the practical oil-
well driller and prospector. These are the men who, during the
greater part of the fifty years or so of oil-field development, have
been undertaking in their own way the duties which should to
some extent have been ours; and it is not creditable to us that
the bulk of the records of researches done in connexion with this
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development should be preserved in the journals of chemistry
and of the mining industry. The effect of this is easily seen
when one reviews the present state of opinion on the matter of
greatest controversy, the origin of petroleum. It follows naturally
from what I have said that there are three schools of opinion:
1. The Chemical School, which regards the petroleum
present in the earth's crust as being due entirely to chemical re-
actions of a purely inorganic nature at comparatively high
temperatures in the earth's interior.
2. The Mining School, which considers the origin of petro-
leum in exactly the same manner as it would consider the origin
of any metallic ore body, bringing in magmatic waters, solfataric
phenomena, faults and fissures, to explain its presence.
3. The Geological School, which connects the presence of
petroleum with the abundance of organic remains in certain
types of deposit; and sees an analogy between the preservation
of certain kinds of plant remains, as coal, under certain conditions,
and of other organisms, both plant and animal, as bitumen and
petroleum, under other conditions.
The Chemists were first in the field and they have been for
years discussing and writing upon their views of the matter. But
they often show, as one might expect, lack of geological knowledge,
as when they have argued that the organic remains preserved in
the rocks were inadequate to provide the amount of petroleum
found therein. The Miner next took up the discussion on his
own lines, and if anybody should doubt the necessity for a thorough
grounding in geological conceptions before entering upon the
discussion of this subject, he could hardly do better than refer to
a recent paper by Mr. E. Coste, on the origin of petroleum, and
especially to the discussion upon it.*
Finally we come to the Geologist, who, in this country I
believe, has hardly discussed the question at all, and elsewhere,
until recently, has done comparatively little to elucidate its diffi-
culties. Even though this be true, our knowledge of the mode
of occurrence of petroleum is due to the recent work of the
geologist more than to any others, and especially to enthusiastic
and able workers connected with the Geological Survey of the
United States. And the explanation attributing the origin of
petroleum to the entombment of organisms in the course of the
ordinary phenomena of deposition, an explanation essentially
geological in its conception, is in accord with greater practical
experience and can be applied over much wider areas than any
other, though it does not account for all cases or remove all
difficulties.
Before proceeding further with the question of its origin it
seems logical to consider briefly the nature of petroleum and its
mode of occurrence. The word itself means "rock-oil"; the
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dictionaries define it as a mineral oil, though really the term is
applied to a whole series of oily liquids perhaps of infinitely
variable composition. They may be thick and black, with a
density greater than that of water, or colourless and highly mobile
liquids with a density as low as '77. The chemical composition
varies with the locality; specimens from different fields, and even
from different wells in the same field, being rarely exactly alike.
All petroleums are, however, mixtures of hydrocarbons, complex
in composition, unstable and more or less volatile in condition,
with nitrogen, sulphur and other inorganic matter as impurities.
The chemical basis of most of the American petroleums is the
methane or paraffin series of hydrocarbons (CnH2n-j-~)' whilst the
Russian variety consists chiefly of napthenes (CnH2n-6 + H 6) •
"OlIIltO.~"L .cALf.
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FIG. I.-GENERALISED CROSS-SECTION FROM THE CINCINNATI ANTI-
CLINE TO THE ALLEGHENY MOUNTAINS, TO SHOW DIFFERENT TYPES
OF STRUCTURE.
Reprinted 'rom a paper by Mr. F. G. Clapp, in" Economic Geology," vol. vi (19"),P. 3.
Mendeleeff considers that the variation is not so much due to the
presence of different constituents as to the same constituents
being present in different amounts.
In prospecting for petroleum it is among the surface deposits
that one more frequently finds the dark heavy liquid types or
those solid varieties of the hydrocarbons of allied chemical com-
position known as mineral pitch, asphaltum, bitumen, as well as
even natural paraffin or the napthene waxes known as ozokerite.
These solid varieties appear to arise in most cases from the
exposure of the fluid petroleums at the surface, which has resulted
in the escape of the more volatile constituents and the oxidation
of part of the remainder.
On the other hand the prospector may simply meet with
emanations of gases, which, considering the volatile nature of the
petroleum forming the hydrocarbons, one would expect to find
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occasionall y wherever quantities of oil were present beneath th e
surface.
The whole gradation of products thus briefly described, from
the solid bitumens to natural gases, should, broadly spea king, be
included under some such general term as bitumen, and, in this
sense, the " bitumens " are very widely spread am ong the surface
rock s forming th e crus t of the globe. A word of caution is here
necessary-we sometimes speak of lC bitum inous coals" and of
" oil shales." Both terms are misleading, the one contains no
bi tumen and the other no oil. Such material s can only be
obt ain ed from th em by destructive distillat ion.
Such are the subs tances th e geologist may find in th e field.
Now since petroleum is a liqu id, it is obvious that porous rocks
will be able to cont ain it much in th e same way as th ey hold
wat er, while other types of rock will be impervious to it. Let us
then consider some group of strata the pervious memb ers of
which contain petroleum. If, as is usually the case, th ese beds
are also water-bearing, the petroleum will as a rule ten d to rest on
the surface of the water. If there is free passage through por ous
rocks to the surface two th ings may happen . If th e water-level
be near the surface the oil will soo t! be lost by volatilisation,
oxidation, seepages at th e surface, and a tendency to flow
away with ordinary surface drainage, by springs, streams, and
rivers. If on the oth er han d the water-level is deep below the
sur face, th e petroleum will suffer by the escape of its lighter and
more volatile consti tuents, thus losing a good deal, if not the
whole, of its commercial value ; moreover, underground water is
almost always in movement, and if th ese movem ents are accom-
panied by esca pe at th e surface in places, there will again be a
tendency toward s th e dissipat ion of the oil contents of th e strata.
There is not th e slightest doubt that vast quanti ties of oil have
bee n lost in thi s mann er, and it is obvious that in the course of
time denudation and earth movement must lay open oil-bearing
strata unl ess favourable circums tances act as protecting influence.
Many 01 th e deposits of solid bitumen and ozokerite indicate the
last stages of this loss, which can be seen actually in progress in
man y parts of the world, notably in th e Pitch Lake of T rinidad,
in the Caucas us, and on a smaller scale in certain localities in our
own country, chiefly in conne xion with depo sits of Ca rboniferous
age. It thus becom es clear that a protecting cover consis ting of
an impervious layer must lie between the oil-bearin g rocks and
th e surface if the liquid is to be preserved in quantity, and thi s
impervious layer itself must be so disposed that it is not cut
through by valleys or otherwise broken. Evidently th e most
favourable circumstances for the quiet accumulation and pre-
servation of th e petrol eum will be in an unbroken dome-like
structure . (See Plate I.) In such a case the water will be in
the lowest part of the porous oil-bearing rocks help ing to form
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A.-LoCAL FOLD IN GYPSUM AT JEMSAH, EGYPTIAN OIL-FIELD.
[Ph.to by Dr. Arthur Wade.
B.-OIL WELLS AT JEMSAH, EGYPT,
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the dome, the oil will rest above it, and any gas which may have
been given off by the oil will lie immediately under the imper-
vious crest of the dome. The tendency of the gas to accumu-
late in this position will naturally develop great pressure on the
surface of the liquids inside the dome. In such a position any
ordinary movement of the water will not affect the oil, since only
the lower layers of the water will be subject to disturbance. This
has long been regarded as the ideal state of things for the storage
of oil in quantity. But perfect domes require two sets of folding
movements acting on the strata with equal intensity and at right
angles to one another. This involves too much perfection of
coincidence for the perfect dome to be common in nature. For
our purpose they are not necessary, since it will be equally well
served by a single strong line of folding, an ordinary anticline un-
broken for a sufficient distance or modified by cross-folding
sufficiently to favour the accumulation of petroleum under
conditions which preserve it from influences leading to dissipation.
This is the Anticlinal Theory, which, it is pleasing to note, was
first enunciated in 186 I by the Canadian geologist, Sterry Hunt."
It was, however, long before this theory was accepted; in fact it
was still being vigorously contested as late as 1885 by such men
as Leslie, the Director of the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, t
who even thought it absurd to suppose that oil would tend to dis-
pose itself towards the water present in the rocks in the same way
as it would if placed with water in a bottle. The truth is that
very few geologists were at this time disposed to consider such
things as oil accumulation and origin. However, this theory has
played the most important part in the later work of oil-field investi-
gation, though, as the underground structure of oil-fields became
more completely known, and as the work of research spread further,
numerous modifications have been recognised. None of these
modifications, however, affect the principle of the fundamental
theory if we interpret it broadly. It will serve to show how
recent the exact geological study of oil-fields is, and how rapidly
our ideas concerning them are now developing, even in the
country most favourable to such study, if we turn our attention to
one side of the question of oil-occurrence, which, though of the
greatest possible importance, has only come to light in the last
half-dozen years. Earlier reasoning supposed the presence
of water in the oil-bearing strata. What will occur if water
is absent and the strata are dry? The geologists in the
Pennsylvanian fields had been in trouble for some time with the
deeper sands of their area; the anticlinal theory seemed to be of
little use in dealing with them. These sands were dry, and so
the question concerning dry strata came to be considered. In
* "Notes on the History of Petroleum or Rock Oil:' Canadian Naturalist, vel. vi
(,86,). pp. 24'-255.
t "Geology of the Pittsburg Region." Trans. A mer. Inst, Min. Eng., vol. xiv
(,885-6), pp. 654-655.
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such a circumstance it seems now perfectly obvious that in the
case of dry strata folded into anticlines and synclines the ordinary
laws of gravitation would cause the oil to accumulate, not in the
crests of the anticlines, but in the troughs of the synclines. This
conclusion, which marks a very important development in our
knowledge of oil accumulation, was first stated by Mr. L. H.
Woolsey" Thus in dry rocks conditions are reversed, and we
have now a new factor to consider in dealing with questions of
oil accumulation. Without describing in detail the whole of the
conditions under which oil is now known to accumulate, one may
summarise them as follows, always bearing in mind that if water
is present the oil will be found on the upside of the dip and if
dry on the down side. t
r , Where Anticlinal and Synclinal Structure exists.
(a) Strong anticlines (or synclines) standing alone.
(b) Well-defined anticlines and synclines alternating.
(c) Monoclinal dips. (I) 'Where the accumulations are
due to interruption or change in the rate of dip.
(II) Where the accumulations are due to thinning
out or change in texture of sand in some direction.
(III) Where the accumulations are due to the
interruption of the sand against an unconformity.
(d) Terrace structure-" arrested anticlines" of Orton.
(e) Broad geanticlinal folds.
(J) Overturned folds.
2. Domes or quaquaversal structures.
(a) True structural domes.
(b) Domes due to saline plugs.
3. Sealed faults.
4. Oil and gas sealed in by asphaltic deposits.
5. Horizontal lenticles of sand.
6. Contact of sedimentary with crystalline rocks, dykes,
bosses, etc.
7. Joint cracks and fissures.
8. Surrounding volcanic vents.j
Summarising generally the whole of these conditions, we may
say that in wet strata oil will accumulate where anything occurs
to check an upward tendency, whilst in dry strata the reverse
generalisation is true. The most common of these structures at
present being worked in oil-fields are (T) a, b, c.
Very careful and scientific methods have been introduced
into the study of oil-fields in the United States, where structural
* If Geological Atlas of the United States:' Beaver Folio, No.. 13-4, 19°5; also But/.
U.S. G'Q(. Surv. No. 286 ('906), p. 8,.
t Mr. F. G. Clapp's summary is used as a basis. See" Notes on the Occurrence of Oil
and Gas Accumulations in Formations having l\lonoclinal Dips:' Econ. Geot., vel, vi,
No. 1(1911), pp. 1-];1.
t Mr. T. O. Bosworth has figured many of the foregoing structures in U Outlines of Oil-
field Geology." C'Q(. ll'lag., Dec. v, vol. IX ('9'2), pp. 16-23andS3·S9.
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conditions are being worked out with a degree of accuracy seldom
obtained elsewhere. Contoured maps of underground strata
have been prepared from borings over wide areas. Local rolls,
" notches," "ravines," or other variations in dipping strata have
been carefully mapped in this manner by geologists, prior to
further exploration by the oil-well driller." These have proved
of great service, and many local oil pools have been thus located
amidst strata which are usually barren. This has especially been
Q
~I!'
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~ SCALE Of" MILES•~
Fi~ure$ Give Distance, Below Sea-Level
FIG. 2.-ExAMPLE OF A STRUCTURAL" RAVINE" IN THE CLINTON SAND
IN SOUTH-EASTERN OHIO.
Reprinted/rom a paper by Mr. F. G. Clapp, in .. Economic Geology," vol. vi ('9"), p. 6.
the case in the great areas in Ohio, Virginia, and Pennsylvania,
where an eastward "monoclinal dip" continues for over two
hundred miles.
Now there is practically no such thing as constancy of dip on
this scale; it is modified by other movements, some being on
north and south axes parallel to that of the main fold, whilst
other modifications are at right angles to these. The oil-accumu-
lations are entirely confined to favourable areas produced by these
movements. Weare accustomed to refer all our anticlinals and
other structures to a horizontal plane. Almost all our concep-
tions and illustrations consider them in this light, but what
happens when the horizontal plane on which our structures have
* F. G. Clapp, op. cit.
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been produced is tilted? Considered thus we see the reason for
the" Terrace" structures and other abnormalities of monoclinal
dips, as well as for many pitching and assymetrical folds. They
are the normal foldings of an area which has been subsequently
uplifted as a whole. This point may throw some light later upon
the origin of petroleum, since it seems to me pretty evident that
the oil must have been at first evenly distributed throughout the
porous beds over the whole area. The smaller crumpling came
first and caused concentration into" pools" which have persisted
throughout the general uplift. Here, then, we have a new
method by means of which we may be able to determine the
relative age of folding movements, since, if the main uplift had
occurred first, the whole of the oil would have concentrated in
one place only, in the highest part of the uplifted strata.
It now remains to consider briefly the origin of petroleum.
It is easy to understand how the liquid will accumulate under
circumstances described, but it is more difficult to discover how
the oil got into the beds in the first place. As I have already
mentioned, there are three schools of opinion, Chemical, Mining,
and Geological, according to the training and bias of the theorist.
Since no theory has yet proved itself to be beyond objection, the
probability of the truth of anyone of them can only be tested by
the universality of its application. In other words, that theory is
more likely to be true which explains the most widespread of
phenomena; which is in accord with the greatest number of
observed facts and the most varied of experiences; and which
breaks down least frequently when used as the basis of research
and of practical development. The theories developed by such
famous chemists as Berthelot, Mendeleeff, Saba tier, Senderens,
Moissan and others depend almost entirely upon the reactions of
metallic carbides on water vapour at high temperatures. By such
reactions, remarkable results have been obtained, and liquids
resembling petroleum have been formed. It is obvious, however,
that such a theory will fail under the test we have devised, since
at present we have no evidence of the existence of metallic
carbides in the earth's interior. Moreover, after formation, the
oil would have to be introduced into the porous strata, but in
many cases a porous bed is found to be oil-bearing and yet both
overlain and underlain by porous beds which are absolutely
barren of petroleum. It is difficult to see how the oil should have
got into the one bed without leaving at least traces of its passage
in the porous beds below. It has been claimed that the oil gets
into the porous beds during periods of movement accompanied
by fracturing and fissuring. I have already pointed out that there
is evidence in the case of the great North American monoclinal
structures, that the oil must have been present in the beds before
these movements commenced.
The second group of theories really depends upon the first.
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Oil originates in some chemical manner in the earth's interior and
is disseminated by volcanic or solfataric agencies. Ross, Gottier,
Coste and others have strongly supported this theory. Ross
suggested a series of reactions by solfataric vapours on lime-
stones, which would also account for' the frequent association of
gypsum and sulphur deposits with petroleum.s Here, then, we
have a theory which can be fitted in with observed facts in many
parts of the world. Moreover, hydrocarbons have frequently
been observed in association with volcanic phenomena. But
there are objections. Great thicknesses of gypsum associated
with petroleum in some parts of the world, as in Egypt, instead
of showing. signs of having been formed by the alteration of
limestone, exhibit undoubted proofs of having been formed as
original deposits. t Again, experiments similar to those described
by Ross have been performed by Braun, Hopkins, and others,
which demonstrate an exactly opposite conclusion. They show
that gypsum decomposes under the influence of organic matter,
giving rise to free sulphur, and according to Braun, to petroleum
also.] That gypsum does decompose, liberating free sulphur in
somewhat this manner, is readily demonstrated in the sulphur
caves of Jemsa in the Egyptian oil-field.
Mud volcanoes, which were originally thought by this school
of opinion to be true volcanic and solfataric phenomena, have
now been proved to be due solely to escaping gas, with perhaps
some little oil and salt water, through soft and sticky strata, from
the reservoir rock beneath, where large bodies of oil and gas are
confined under pressure. (See Plate 2.) They usually occur
along joint planes or lines of minor faulting, which can easily be
traced by the disposition of these emanations.
Again, the richest oil-fields in the world are not, as would be
expected if this theory were correct, in close association either
with areas of active vulcanism or of any marked volcanic activity
in the past. They are regions of comparatively quiet deposition,
which, when they do pass into areas of violent disturbance and
volcanic outburst, become barren of petroleum from a commercial
point of view. No commercial supplies of oil are obtained from
the igneous rocks themselves, no matter how porous they may he.
Finally, in almost all cases where hydrocarbons are found in
the neighbourhood of igneous rocks there are strong grounds for
the belief that they have originated from the sedimentary rocks
through which these intrusions have pierced.
Thus we come to the theories which are now held by most
geologists who have studied the question, theories which hold
that petroleum originates in some way not well understood, and
* Rep. Brit. Assoc. (J89T), p, 639.
t A. Wade on" The Eastern Desert of Egypt." Quart. I ourn, Geo., Soc., vel, lxvii
(19II), pp. 238-262.
t But!. Soc. Geol. de France, 1St ser., vol, xii, p- 173. Also Hopkins, State Ceo], Rep.
Louisiana (,869), P. 8,.
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under conditions evidently difficult or impossihle to reproduce in
the laboratory, from organic matter abundantly entombed in the
course of sedimentation. Bitumen-and when I say bitumen I
do not mean mere carbonaceous matter-is more abundant
throughout the whole range of fossiliferous deposits than is
usually recognised. It has been obtained in this country from
strata of almost every geological age. I have found it myself
filling the interstices of Llandovery corals in Montgomeryshire.
It has been found contained in the hollow interiors of Car-
boniferous brachiopods, an excellent example of such an
occurrence being in the possession of Dr. A. M. Davies, as well
as associated with fossils of Jurassic and Tertiary age. Now, in
British occurrences noted by myself, the bitumen has been con-
fined to the fossil itself and has not been diffused through the
rock, so that the evidence would point to the fact that such bitu-
men originated inside the shell and was not introduced into it
during a general subsequent infiltration of bitumen into the
strata. Similar occurrences are known in Germany, where
Murchison and others have found bitumen along with fossil
fishes; * in' the Caucasus, in California, in Egypt, and else-
where. In fact we may say that the occurrence of bitumen in
association with fossil remains is a general rule and not an
exceptional circumstance. It is true, however, that the converse
does not hold good, for fossil remains do occur abundantly with-
out bitumen; and I have often been asked why, if the bitumen
arises from the abundance of organisms, it is so rare in the Chalk
formation. It is clear that conditions of deposition have some-
thing to do with this. If the rate of deposition is slow, the
animal matter may be able to decompose into gaseous elements
before it is sufficiently entombed for preservation. A more rapid
rate of sedimentation may bury it before this can take place, and
the change goes on under conditions which cause the products of
decomposition to be retained in the rock. Sir Thomas Holland
has recently stated that Mr. Pascoe has found occurrences in
Burma, in which beds of coal containing no petroleum are found
to pass laterally into beds containing petroleum and no coal .t
this suggests an origin which differed only in the nature ot the
deposit or else in the conditions of sedimentation. That petro-
leum does occur under some of the conditions already described,
has been proved by numerous observers, such as Natterer] work-
ing with the Austro-Hungarian Deep Sea Expedition in 1897,
and Potonie, on lagoon muds in the Gulf of Stettin and else-
where.§ In these cases the types of organism which appear
* Proc. Ceol. Soc., I, pp. 139, 140.
t Fnst, Min. and Met., Bull. 87 (I9II), pp. 4-10.
! Scott. Geogr, Mag.. xiv (t8gS1. p. 639- Also" Chemische-Geologische Arbeiten
der "Pola ' Expedition." Vcrh. Sishert. Internal. Geogr, Kong», vol. ii (1901),
pp- 326-'33.
§ "Tur Frage nach den Ur. Materialen der Petro'ea." Lahr], k. Preuss. Ceo".
Landesanst, vol. xxv (1904), pp. 342-368.
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to form the petroleum are those which exist in enormous
numbers, breed rapidly and quickly die. These are the lowly
forms of plant life like diatoms and algre, and of animal life
such as foraminifera. Almost every geologist working on the
Californian fields has been driven to the conclusion that the
petroleum there originated from such organisms as these."
There deposits of enormous thickness consist entirely of these
forms. In Egypt, the Caucasus, Roumania, and in practically
every great oil-field, evidence of a similar nature occurs.
At home Binney found petroleum in a peat bog near Wigan, t
whilst on several occasions I have myself proved how easy it is to
obtain Methane, the typical gas of the paraffin series, from the
organic muds of the Thames. Thus we must conclude that the
petroleum series of compounds can be, and are, formed, under
ordinary everyday conditions of deposit, from organic remains of
both plant and animal origin.
Almost conclusive evidence in favour of this view comes to us
from quite a remarkable source. It has long been known that
natural petroleum was optically active, and that it had the effect
of rotating the plane of polarisation when a polarised beam was
passed through it. Owing to the researches chiefly of Rakusin, t
it was discovered that this property was due to the presence of
two curious organic compounds, namely, cholesterol and phytos-
terol; the former is usually present in all animal fats, the latter
in the oily constituents of seeds and fruits. Now, artificially
formed petroleum has no effect upon polarised light. neither does
it contain these compounds. It can, however, be made optically
active by their introduction. The proportion of phytosterol in
vegetable oils is rather greater than that of cholesterol in animal
fats. It would therefore follow that if plant remains formed the
chief source of petroleum, phytosterol should greatly predominate
over the cholesterol. This is not the case, and so it would seem
that even marine plants playa subordinate part in the formation
of petroleum, a conclusion which is in accord with the most
widely spread observations. It has also been suggested that the
petroleums having a paraffin base are derived largely from plant
remains (e.g., the methane of bogs), whilst those with an asphaltic
base are of animal origin, and this, again, has direct evidence to
support it.
Finally, recent observations have shown how the oil gets
into the sandstone where sandstone and shales alternate, and
incidentally explain why some of the sandstone beds may be
barren. Mr. Murray Stuart, working in Burma, noted that if
petroleum was poured upon the surface of running water it very
* Arnold and Anderson. "Geology and Oil Resources of the Santa Maria Oil District."
Bull. 322 U.S. Geoi, Surv. (1907). pp. 38-39, IOQ'1l0, II].
t P70C. Manchester Lit. Phil. Soc .. vol. iii, p. 136
:tf urn, Ru,.ck. Phiz. Khim. Obsch., x x x v (1904), p, 554; xxxvii (1905), pp. 8S and 221;
also ibid:. (1906), xxxviii (I), pp. 1I:29-IJ3S. See also Engler and Bobrzynski, Pet. Rev. (1912),
vol. XXVll, No. 534, p. 47.
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soon disappeared." This disappearance was found to be due
neither to evaporation nor to absorption by the banks of the
stream. Examination showed that it had somehow or other been
carried to the bottom of the stream, and this in spite of the fact
that the liquid is lighter than water. Such deposition has been
previously noted, and it has been claimed that it was due to the
fact that the oil had a great affinity for clayey particles to which it
stuck and so was carried down to the bottom. That this is not
the case is proved by the fact that the Elmore Flotation Process of
separating ores depends on the fact that the oil does not attach
itself to such particles. What actually occurs is of the oppo-
site character-the particles attach themselves to the oil, a very
different matter. Mr. Stuart found that the oil separated itself
into tiny globules, to the surfaces of which tiny particles of mud
attached themselves, and in this manner the globules were carried
down to the floor of the stream, where they were incorporated
amongst the muddy sediment. A deposit of this nature, con-
taining oil globules and saturated with water, is shown hy
Mr. Stuart to be impervious to any water present in beds below.
Let us suppose that such a sediment is being formed over a wide
area. A change in deposition may throw down sand for a time
instead of mud. The weight of the later deposits will compress
the original muddy sediment, and in course of time this will
squeeze out the globules of oil and some of the water which will
now permeate the sand. If now the conditions bring about fresh
deposition of mud containing oil, this new deposit will be im-
pervious to the liquids in the sandstone below. Thus the oil and
water are now practically hermetically sealed in the sandstone,
and so conditions of changing deposition may go on until we get
a whole series of oil-bearing sands alternating with beds of clay.
If during this state of things the circumstances should for a time
be unfavourable to the formation of petroleum, the mud deposited
will be free from that substance, and hence a sandy deposit
following upon it would also be barren. So we see how we
may get a barren sand in the midst of a whole series of oil-
bearing strata, we understand how the oil itself gets into the beds,
and we can explain why it is so frequently associated with salt
water. We can now formulate a complete theory, for conditions
such as we have described, under which alternating beds of sand
and clay are formed, occur not infrequently in shallow seas and
perhaps even in deeper parts of the ocean. If petroleum should
be now in process of formation, either in the manner described by
Natterer or Potonie, or even as Binney has suggested, oil-bearing
strata will result. Recent work by Gottier has even suggested
how the petroleum itself is formed. I have mentioned how
common it is to find methane in association with decomposing
• "The Sedimentary Deposition of Oil." Bee. Grot. SU"V. Ind., vel. xl (I9IO
pp. 32 0-333.
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organic muds. Now Gottier has shown, in quite a different con-
nexion, that under the influence of certain chlorides methane may
be transformed into the liquid hydrocarbons. If upon investiga-
tion this should prove to be correct, little in the way of mystery
will remain in connexion with this difficult subject, and the con-
troversy will come very near to a settlement.· It will then be
seen how very much we owe to the chemist whichever theory we
finally adopt. In fact, the contributions to this discussion from
every school have rarely been without value. In the main,
however, the organic theory seems to have most evidence in its
favour, and therefore we are justified in using it as a basis upon
which to work until rebutting evidence of a serious nature is
brought against it.
